With professional development opportunities, fun activities, and resources to support your professional
and personal growth, i-Gen members connect and work together, celebrating what each generation
contributes to their team. What generation do you represent? Find your group in the article below.

We must focus on VISION, not DIVISION.

Did You Know?
•

•

I-Gen supports Sodexo’s Employee Disaster Relief Fund (EDRF)– Since 2005, the EDRF has
been helping Sodexo employees in times of crisis and disaster. Last year, i-Gen donated $2000 to the
EDRF and sponsored a Walk/Run/Ride A-Thon to raise funds on their behalf. This year, i-Gen already
donated $2500 to support employees who have been impacted by natural disaster, like those from the
Texas area affected by the recent winter storms. To donate go to Sodexo_Net > Keyword: EDRF.
Habitat for Humanity – i-Gen is proud to partner with Habitat for Humanity, a global nonprofit housing
organization working in local communities by supporting families in need of decent and affordable
housing. i-Gen is committed to support this important organization in every neighborhood where its
members live and work. Stay tuned for information on how you can get involved!

Get Involved
•

•
•
•
•

i-Gen in Action: i-Gen 2020 Forward Focus Learning Series – Have you ever wondered if an issue or
subject was viewed differently by members of different generations? In our Looking Through the
Lens series, we step across EBRG borders and team up to explore the issues, looking through
the generational lens. Access the recordings here >
Coming Soon! i-Gen Learning series: How to Effectively Precept the Generation Z, featuring
Christina Mackay on March 17; A New Generation of Leaders, featuring Mia Mends on May 19; and,
Partnering with PRIDE on June 2021. Visit i-Gen for more information.
Register for "Inclusive Collaboration Across Generations" via Ingenium
Follow i-Gen on Yammer and Facebook.
Join i-Gen today!

ZAP THE GAP ReCap! by Meagan Johnson
The workforce, and possibly your household, spans across five generations. From the Traditional
Generation to Generation Z, each generation has a unique set of signposts that shape and help define
them. When discussing their attributes, it is important to remember that the goal is not to stereotype
people. The intent is to gain a better understanding of the factors influencing people’s actions and beliefs.

Meagan Johnson is a nationally recognized multi-generational expert and generational studies
enthusiast. Since 1997, she has been researching, writing, and speaking about generations. Her focus is
on how to build a culture of multi-generational inclusivity and collaboration…not alienation. Rather than
promoting generational stereotypes, Meagan explores what drives a generation to succeed.

